Urban Studies Dissertation Workshop  
Wednesday, June 12, 2013  
Princeton University  
210 Dickinson Hall, 2-4 pm

Please join us for this informal workshop

**Benjamin Sacks, Princeton University**  
"Designing the West Indies:  
Journeys of Surveyors and their Plans in an Age of Anglo-French Rivalry, 1763-1793"

**Firuzan Melike Sümertas, Boğaziçi University**  
"Mobility, Investment, Patronage:  
Agency of Greek Orthodox Bankers on Urban Transformation of Late 19th Century Istanbul"

**Adedoyin Teriba, Princeton University**  
"Architecture & Afro-Brazilian Ideals in Lagos, Nigeria (c. 1894 - 1914)"

**James Ryan, University of Pennsylvania**  
"'Unveiling' the Tramway:  
Consumerism and the Intimate Public Sphere in Late Ottoman and Republican Istanbul"

**Richard Anderson, Princeton University**  
"'We Had Tied That Noose around Our Necks':  
Urban Renewal, Grassroots Planning, and the Battle to Build the University of Illinois-Chicago, 1947-1965"

**Firuzan Melike Sümertas, Boğaziçi University**  
“Disproportional Intelligence”:  
Resistance via Humor, at #OccupyGezi, in Contemporary Istanbul"